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PEGGY WILLIAMS, A RECAP
It was a tale of deals, capital and commodity prices
during Hart Energy’s Energy Capital Conference at Dallas’
Fairmont Hotel. Craig Lande, RBC Richardson Barr, said
publics are selling “really big deals,” with lots of acreage
and production on the market. Who will buy? Lande said it
will be private equity.
Lande said PE-on-PE transactions are becoming more
common because new teams are bringing better technical
prowess and smaller PEs are selling to larger PEs.
A roundtable on raising capital for small deals discussed
different kinds of transactions. The speakers, including
Stewart Coleman, Pearl Energy; J.W. Sikora, Cibolo Energy;
George McCormick, Outfitter Energy; and Preston Powell,
Carnelian Energy; indicated there are opportunities in the
lower middle market. But companies must be resourceful
to find underappreciated upside and, ultimately, sell into
a liquid buyers’ market. They said finding the right 20,000
acres or so in plays with good returns is the key.
Big data took center stage as Barry Zhang, Quantico
Energy Solutions, asked if artificial intelligence can drive
ROI for producers and capital providers. The answer, for
financings, is yes. The big data approach delivers more
accurate valuations and less variance, he said.
A roundtable featuring Joel Foote, Guggenheim Securities;
Robert Kimmel, JP Morgan Chase; and Tim Perry, Credit
Suisse closed out the morning with an optimistic view of
the industry. Panelists see green shoots emerging and
continued momentum for energy companies to move up
relative to other sectors.
They also said the outlook for prices has to improve long
term and capital discipline must be maintained. The three
analysts told the audience this is the longest period they
have ever seen capital discipline enforced. They added
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investors still interested in the sector are concentrating
on value.
Riverstone Holdings’ Christopher Abbate said energy
companies can access credit via direct lending, mezzanine
and credit opportunity funds. His firm believes the bank and
bond markets will continue to be large supporters of the
energy sector.
Jamie Webster, Boston Consulting Group, opened the
conference by predicting the OPEC production-cut
agreement will end with slow erosion as countries put
more barrels on the market. He told the audience the key to
OPEC’s production agreement is Russia.
RS Energy’s Trevor Sloan explained that the U.S. Lower 48
is a still largely a Permian story, and big data and analytics
are driving its next big upside.
A panel of analysts closed the first morning session with a
macro look at PE. The panel, including Kayne Anderson’s
Chuck Yates, Quantum Energy Partners’ Sean O’ Donnell
and EnCap Investment’s Murphy Markham, said PE
remains a small part of the overall capital needed in oil
and gas. The trio agreed much more capital is needed to
meet worldwide demand. They said now is the time for
private companies to create value while public companies
are somewhat out of favor with investors. They told PE
companies to prepare to hold properties longer and invest
more capital in development.
Whether these speculations come to pass remains to
be seen. What we at Hart Energy can predict is that
whatever comes next in this fast-evolving industry, it will
be interesting, and it will be part of the discussion at next
year’s Energy Capital Conference. See you then!
Peggy Williams
Vice President, Editorial Director, Hart Energy
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Energy Capital Conference 2018 Highlights
More capital is needed to meet worldwide demand and now is the
time for private companies to create value.
2018 Conference Highlights

299

ATTENDEES

n 299 Attendees

n 42% Financial/Advisory Services

n 223 Companies Represented

n 32% Oil and Gas/Midstream Operators

n 20 Sponsoring Companies

n 21% Analysts/Consulting/Sales/Legal

2018 Attendees Represented

JOB
FUNCTION

20

SPONSORING
COMPANIES

Attendees by Company Type
n 42% Financial/Advisory Services
n 32% E&P - Oil and Gas/Midstream Operator
n 21% Analysts/Consulting/Sales/Legal
n

223

COMPANIES
REPRESENTED

COMPANY
TYPE

Attendees by Job Function
n 82% Executive Management
n 6% Business Development
n
n
n
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5% 	Service/Supply

5% Administrative/Other
5% 	General/Engineering Management/Tech/R&D
2% 	Analyst/Consulting/Legal
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THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS
PREMIER

PLATINUM

Energy Funds
GOLD

SILVER

BRONZE

SUPPORTING
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Derrick
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2018 Attendees from Around North America

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Dallas
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SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
TABLE TOP DISPLAY
n Unmanned 2’x2’ to 2’x3’ space on a table inside the

pre-function area of the event (no more than 3 noncompeting companies per table)
n 11”x17” sign on table (sponsor supplies art work)
n Option to add a monitor for slideshow, video or
website (internet not included)

n Logo recognition on the front of the table
n Complimentary conference registration for one (1)

employee

n 30%discount on all full-conference registrations

Cost upon application Rate: US $2,000
Many high visibility sponsorships are available and
specialty sponsorships can be accommodated.
TYPICAL SPONSORSHIPS INCLUDE:

For more information about sponsorships
at Energy Capital Conference 2019
contact:

n Premier Level Sponsor

KEVIN HOLMES
P: 713.260.4639
kholmes@hartenergy.com

n Platinum, Gold, Silver and Bronze Sponsors
n Conference Buffet Breakfast Sponsor
n Conference Morning and Afternoon Break Sponsor
n Pen Sponsor
n Shoe Shine Station
n Notepad Sponsor

NELLA VELDRAN
P: 713.260.4626
nveldran@hartenergy.com

n Lanyard Sponsor
n Registration Sponsor
n Post Conference Presentation Email Sponsor
n Conference Session Sponsor

Contact a sales representative today
to learn more about our sponsorship
packages.
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For more information about sponsorships contact:
KEVIN HOLMES
P: 713.260.4639
kholmes@hartenergy.com
NELLA VELDRAN
P: 713.260.4626
nveldran@hartenergy.com
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